
Ambient temperature A A form of communication with spirits in which the recipient receives messages from entities

Chakra B Equipment which translates EMF readings to numbers and then into words for communication

Demon C A recognizable manifestation of spirit energy

Ectoplasm D Anything that lies outside the range of normal or scientific explanation

Infrared E Invisible radiation with wavelengths shorter than visible light 

Debunking F The Normal Surrounding Air Temperature

Apparition G A type of entity associated with a specific place or location

Psychic H An amulet or other object considered to possess supernatural or magical power

Doppleganger I Finding a natural explanation for a suspected paranormal event

Meditation J An evil non-human entity or spirit that is determined to torment humans

Electomagnetic Field K The process or product of writing which does not come from the consciuos thoughts of the writer

Orb L A religious ceremony used to expel evil spirits or demons

Automatic Writing M An unexplainable area of decreased temperature

Elementals N A gateway which spirits of the dead may enter or exit from their world into ours.

Ultraviolet O One of the seven spiritual energy centers in the human body

Paranormal P A human, animal or non-human spirit

Chanelling Q A body double spirit who is identical to a still living person

Ovilus R Spirit energy appearing in the form of a white vapor, mist or streaks. 

Gauss S Invisible radiation with wavelengths greater than visible light and shorter thn microwaves

Cold Spot T An experience or event documented through a photo that cannot be explained by normal means

Pendulum U A person with abilities of extrasensory perception or mental telepathy

Poltergeist V An unexpected voice captured  via digital recording media

Entity W A psychic impression left on a location by a specific event. 

Possession X A spherical ball of light often thought to be spirit energy but is often dust or water vapor

Angels Y A spiritual and devotional exercise intended on filling the mind with positive energies

Electonic Voice Phenomena Z An physical electric field produced by electrically charged objects which affects these objects

Anomoly AA Benevolent spiritul beings who help people in need

Residual haunting BB "Noisy Ghost" which interact by unseen force which create destruction phenomenom

Talisman CC When a malevolent spirit or demon takes over a body for its own purposes

Exorcism DD A small dowsing tool composed of a dangling crystal used to communicate through psychic energy

Amulet EE A scientific measurement denoting magnetic energy strength

Smudging FF An ornament, gem, or the like worn as a charm against evil

Portal GG Shadow-like creatures that appear as dark forms seen mostly in peripheral vision

Shadow People HH An ancient cleansing ceremony using herbs and spices to ward off evil and negativity


